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Abstract. An investigation into healable supramolecular networks based upon branched poly(propylene) (PPG) oligomers that feature nitroarylurea chain ends is reported. A one-pot reaction utilising bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propyleneglycol) (Mn ~ 2300), a nitroarylurea recognition motif, and tris(2-aminoethyl)amine was used to synthesise several branched PPG-based oligomers. The degree of oligomerization/branching was systematically varied by changing the stoichiometry of the starting materials in this one-pot reaction. The branched oligomers thus generated self-assemble into supramolecular networks, aided by association of the nitroarylurea end groups, and from this study a material that is capable of healing at ambient temperatures was realised. The healable supramolecular material formed from these studies exhibited effective autonomous healing (80% with respect to ultimate stress) up to 6 weeks after defect formation. Furthermore, elastic recovery was observed (80% with respect to yield stress) over a period of 24 hours after the samples were elongated beyond the region of uniform strain (50%).
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Introduction

Among the established routes to healable polymeric systems,1-5 the reversible formation of supramolecular networks has been shown to be an attractive and successful approach.6 Supramolecular networks, typically formed from low molecular weight oligomeric units functionalized with self-assembling motifs, have a distinct advantage over covalently
crosslinked networks. After damage and disruption of the weak non-covalent associations between constituent oligomers, healing may be achieved via application of a suitable stimulus such as heat, time or pressure.\textsuperscript{5,7} The stimulus promotes molecular motion around the damage-site, thus allowing recognition motifs to re-associate and so reforming the polymer network. Crucially, as it is the weaker supramolecular interactions which break first, the network can undergo multiple break-heal cycles.\textsuperscript{6}

Fundamental studies into supramolecular polymer networks which self-assemble through hydrogen bonds have revealed the key design principles required for successful network formation.\textsuperscript{7-18} One approach has utilized molecular motifs with high association constants resulting from well-defined, multiple hydrogen bonding ($K_a > 10^6$ M$^{-1}$), covalently attached to a variety of polymeric backbones, which self-associate very effectively in the apolar polymer matrix to yield robust elastomeric and dynamic materials.\textsuperscript{7,9} An alternative approach to the creation of supramolecular networks has employed a combination of phase-separation between apolar polymer blocks and self-assembling polar chain-ends. Such systems generally possess less well-defined and far weaker ($K_a < 250$ M$^{-1}$) or more dynamic hydrogen bonds.\textsuperscript{10-18} The networks formed in both approaches can be addressed thermally and importantly exhibit reversible character. These studies have shown that the physical properties of these networks are dependent upon (i) the degree of association of the receptor units, (ii) the ‘supramolecular valency’,\textsuperscript{19} and (iii) the dynamics of the non-covalent assemblies,\textsuperscript{15-18} in addition to (iv) phase separation between the recognition motifs and the polymer segments.\textsuperscript{12-18} Variation of these structural factors has enabled detailed investigation of the processing temperatures and strength of these supramolecular materials.\textsuperscript{17-24}

Developments in understandings of such networks have provided numerous routes to materials that are both mechanically robust as well as healable.\textsuperscript{7-24} A recent example reported by Gooch \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{22} describes polyurethane-based elastomers which assemble through triple hydrogen bonding interactions. Gao \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{23} have reported healable polyurethane ‘cationomers’ with a modulus of toughness of approximately 180 MPa, suitable for protective roles such as packaging and casing. Burattini \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{24} utilised a supramolecular blend formed by combination of hydrogen bonding and π-π stacking interactions to produce a healable material. More recently, Feula \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{10} have developed a hydrogen bonded supramolecular polymer network which permits healing at physiological temperatures (healing after ~1 hour when held at 37
°C). This material is biocompatible and thus offers a potential route towards new types of wound dressing.

Herein we report the results from an investigation of some novel supramolecular networks, generated by a one-pot approach using commercially available reagents. The nitroarylurea motif (1 in Scheme 1) has been used successfully to create robust gels from low molecular weight gelators25-29 as well as polymer films capable of healing via swelling in aqueous environments.30,31 Commercially available tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (2) and bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propyleneglycol) (Mn ~ 2300) (3 in Scheme 1) were employed as covalent linkers of the self-associating nitroarylurea moiety to form branched oligomers. Based upon the relative nucleophilicity of the amino groups in 1 and 2 (2 > 1), hyperbranched oligomers are formed by the reaction of 2 and 3 which will then be endcapped by reaction with 1. The branched oligomers are then capable of self-assembling into supramolecular networks by hydrogen bonding between the nitroarylurea end-groups (Scheme 1). Mechanical analysis of such supramolecular networks (4 in Scheme 1) revealed high self-healing and elastomeric recovery properties.5,7,11,22,32
Scheme 1: Schematic representation of the formation of the self-healing supramolecular network 4 from branched oligomers. The mode of assembly between the chain ends involving hydrogen bonding between the nitro- and urea groups is highlighted.25,26

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterisation
To investigate potential supramolecular networks utilising the self-assembling nitroarylurea system (1), oligomers 4-6 were synthesized (see Table 1) and characterised. Formation of the supramolecular network 4 involved mixing tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (2) and the nitroarylurea (1) in dry THF, followed by addition of bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propyleneglycol) (Mₙ ~ 2300) (3). The mixture was then heated to 60 °C for 2 hours (see Table 1).
Table 1: The reaction feed ratios to obtain systems 4-7 with respect to molar ratio of reactant added, and inherent viscosities of the products in DMF. Physical form and thermal properties (degradation temperature and glass transition, heating rate 15°C/min) are also shown. See the Supporting Information (SI) for synthetic procedures and analytical data.

The monomer ratio in the feed was varied to test the necessity of each of the key structural components in the production of oligomers with healable characteristics (4-7 in Table 1). Self-reaction of bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propyleneglycol) (Mn ~ 2300) (3) without amine addition (to form 7) was carried out in order to analyse potential chain extension under reaction conditions. Only minimal chain extension of 7 was observed (via 1H NMR spectroscopy, see Figure S4), and the material obtained did not afford stable self-supporting films in contrast to previously reported systems based on di-amines and PPG-di-isocyanate.33 The properties of 7 highlighted the necessity for both supramolecular interactions between the oligomers formed and molecular weights beyond that of 3 as being the determining factors for successful healable film formation.

Structural analysis of the supramolecular network 4 was undertaken using 1H NMR spectroscopy (see Figure S1), with good solubility characteristics demonstrating that no highly covalently crosslinked material was present.12 Analysis of the 1H NMR spectrum of the supramolecular network 4 confirmed the successful synthesis of the oligomeric system as demonstrated by the lack of amine resonance (ArNH2) associated with the nitroarylurea precursor 1. Proton resonances assigned to the para-disubstituted aromatic unit of the nitroarylurea (1) were shifted downfield by 0.53 and 2.54 ppm, respectively, indicating that the recognition unit 1 had been successfully installed as the end-capping unit on the oligomers. Further analysis of the 1H NMR spectra of the supramolecular network 4 revealed a resonance

![Table 1](image)
at 5.56 ppm assigned to the $\alpha$-methylene moiety of the tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (2) after oligomer formation, indicating successful incorporation of the tris(2-aminoethyl)amine into the branched oligomers (Scheme 1). In addition, amine-NH proton resonances and N-H stretching absorptions, evident in the $^1$H NMR and IR spectra, respectively, of hydrolysed bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propylene glycol) ($M_n \sim 2300$) (7) (see Figures S4 and S10) were not observed in the spectra of 4, indicating that unreacted monomer was not present in the isolated product and thus demonstrating successful formation of the network.

Comparison of the proton resonance integrals associated with both the PPG backbone (ca. 3.81 ppm, a combination of $CH_2$ and $CH$ resonances) and the incorporated tris(2-aminoethyl)amine moiety in the $^1$H NMR spectra of 4 enabled the ratio of PPG to tri-armed linker to be determined to be 1.87:1. By comparing integrals from the resonances associated with the endcapping nitroarylurea (0.69 with respect to the triarmed linker) a branching factor of 0.51 was calculated. Furthermore, the statistical nature of the branching factor indicates the generation of a randomly branched oligomeric system, rather than a perfectly hyperbranched polymer.

In addition to NMR spectroscopic analysis, the infrared spectra of the starting material bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propylene glycol) ($M_n \sim 2300$) (3) and of oligomers 4, 6 and 7 were compared in detail (see SI). The key isocyanate absorption (2273 cm$^{-1}$) associated with the starting material 3 was not evident in the oligomers 4-7 indicating successful urea formation. Furthermore, no amine absorption bands (3682 cm$^{-1}$) attributable to the starting materials 1 and 2 and the hydrolyzed PPG 7 were present in spectra of 4-6, indicating successful oligomer or network formation. Finally, broad carbonyl stretching bands (ca. 1708 cm$^{-1}$) are present in the spectrum of the branched oligomer 4 but not in those of 6 or 7, confirming that a range of nitroarylurea moieties exist throughout the material 4.

Comparative GPC analyses of the supramolecular network 4 and the bis-capped PPG 5 were undertaken to establish the degree of oligomerisation in 4 (as depicted in Scheme 1). It was found that the supramolecular network 4 exhibits a weak elution peak at a retention time corresponding to the linear, di-capped oligomer 5 (Figure S12). However, the dominant GPC peaks for 4 are associated with substantially higher molecular weight materials, indicating that multimodal oligomerization had occurred as a consequence of addition of the tris(2-
aminoethyl)amine. From analysis of the GPC elution peaks, it is evident that the branched oligomers in the supramolecular network contain between zero and three tris(2-aminoethyl)amine residues.

The nature of the A2 + B3 hyperbranching polymerisation reaction (of 2 with 3) that was used to generate the supramolecular network presents significant characterization challenges, as recognized for related systems in the literature. For example, attempts to probe the nature of the branched oligomers formed in supramolecular network 4 via fluorine tagging resulted in highly insoluble systems. Such results, (combined with the tensile properties of supramolecular network 4 and covalently crosslinked system) indicate that end group phase separation is occurring during supramolecular network formation. The self-assembly of these branched oligomers to form a supramolecular network, via association of the nitroarylurea end groups, was also evident from viscosity analysis (Table 1). This proposal is supported by the significantly lower inherent viscosity of hydrolysed bis(toluene-1,4-diisocyanate)-terminated poly(propylene glycol) ( relative to values for the bis-functionalized and branched oligomer 4).

**Mechanical analysis and assessment of healing characteristics**

The supramolecular network exhibited healability when the freshly cut and damaged edges of a film were placed in direct, edge-to-edge contact (not overlapped as reported in related studies) at room temperature for two minutes (see Figure 1). Flexible films of the supramolecular network were produce by solution casting from THF and exhibited a high degree of elasticity as determined by tensile testing. For example, films of dimension 1 × 3 × 20 mm were able to withstand a uniform strain > 600% and a strain to fracture > 800% at an extension rate of 1 mm min⁻¹: see Figure 1 A. In addition, healing tests were carried out whereby cut samples were left under atmospheric conditions (20 °C) for varying amounts of time before the cut ends were rejoined. It was found that this material retained healability over a period of up to six weeks before the damaged ends were re-engaged (Figure 1 B). Samples of supramolecular network were shown to heal with > 80% efficiency (with respect to yield stress recovery) throughout the course of this six-week test. Mechanical properties such as energy stored and Young’s modulus were not, however, recovered to the same degree (65% and 55%, respectively).
Figure 1 The healability of films of the supramolecular network 4 demonstrated via A) stress-strain graph of pristine films and healed films cut and allowed 2 minutes of contact time; B) percentage healing efficiency (in terms of several mechanical parameters) as a function of time apart after film cutting and separation (for both A and B: extension rate 1 mm min$^{-1}$, film dimensions 1 $\times$ 3 $\times$ 20 mm).

Promisingly, the mechanical strength of the supramolecular network 4 recovered at room temperature (20 °C) in under 30 seconds once the freshly cut film edges were placed in contact (but not overlapped) as shown in Figure 2. It is suggested that such healing ability arises as a result of the dynamic nature of the self-association of the nitro aryl urea motifs.
In addition, the healable characteristics of the supramolecular network 4 were not dependent upon plasticizing additives, unlike several other hydrogen bonded supramolecular polymer networks.\textsuperscript{12} Residual THF or water was not detected in the films of 4 via thermogravimetric analysis, either after casting or after being exposed to atmospheric conditions for a period of three months (see Figures S13-14).\textsuperscript{7,12} Interestingly, the higher degradation temperatures observed in samples that were three months old imply that the supramolecular network was still equilibrating to the thermodynamic minimum. It is proposed that the hydrophobicity of the poly(propylene glycol) segments prevents reorientation of the hydrogen-bonding groups away from the cut surface, and hence enables self-healing to be realized for extended periods after defect formation. In less hydrophobic systems, it has been found that end-group reorientation into the bulk after exposure to air can lead to dramatic loss of healability.\textsuperscript{8,21,34,38}

The properties of 4 (i.e. defects capable of healing weeks after their formation by mechanical damage) make this system one of potentially high value and impact in the field of self-healing materials. As an example, the healability of the systems could be utilized in coatings for underground cabling and pipework, where accessibility for maintenance is restricted. Defects and system failures (with respect to the polymer protection layer) could be reduced by the healing network, without the need for costly access to the site(s) of damage which may be in remote locations. Furthermore, the observed adhesive qualities of the system in conjunction with the low $T_g$ value of 4 would enable facile melt-coating of the wiring found in electrical cabling.

Tensile testing of the films of supramolecular network 4 also revealed a high degree of elastic recovery (see Figures S23-S26). The films were able to undergo repeated deformation (at least 3 cycles) at up to 200% strain with full mechanical recovery (extension rate of 1 mm min\textsuperscript{-1} and compression of 0.1 mm min\textsuperscript{-1}). However, under applied strains of 300%, slow deformation was evident on the time scale shown in Figure 3A. After such deformation at strains of up to 200%, the films were able to regain their original mechanical properties (given sufficient time for recovery, typically $\leq$ 1 hour), a property not demonstrated in the majority of self-healing materials previously reported.\textsuperscript{7,12,24}
Figure 3: Elastic recovery of 4 where A) demonstrates the extension/relaxation of the supramolecular network 4, with the same film sample subject to each extension/relaxation cycle (at an extension rate of 1 mm min⁻¹ and compression of 0.1 mm min⁻¹, and with film thickness 1 x 3 x 20 mm), and B) elastic recovery of 4 after elongation to 50% beyond the uniform strain point, as a function of repeat cycles and after a recovery time of two hours.

This observation of high elastic recovery led to investigations of dimensional recovery beyond the linear elastic region, with samples being stretched to 50% greater than the uniform strain value (without break) and subjected to repeated analysis. It was found that during the first three healing cycles of the films of the supramolecular network 4, the mechanical stability of the system was dramatically diminished (Figure 3B). Interestingly, after a recovery time of two hours the film was able to recover fully in terms of yield stress and strain to break, although in these samples the Young’s modulus was diminished, suggesting reorientation of functional groups within the network.⁷,¹²,²¹,³⁴ This recovery was attributed to the dynamic nature of the
self-associating nitro aryl urea motif. The potential of this system to recover beyond the uniform strain value is of significant importance to the field of self-healing which generally focuses upon defect repair rather than deformation recovery.

To test the requirement for each starting material 1-3 in the formation of supramolecular networks with healable characteristics, several variations of the reaction procedure were undertaken (Table 1). Mechanical testing and observations of the resulting materials, 4-7, demonstrate the necessity of all three of the reagents in the formation of self-healing networks as realized in 4. It was found that the linear system, 5, did not afford stable films since the product formed was too soft for mechanical analysis. This highlighted the requirement for a degree of covalent chain-extension and branching (realized via the addition of tris(2-aminoethyl)amine [2]) in such systems. This degree of difference was reflected in the relative thermo-mechanical stabilities of the supramolecular network 4 and the linear PPG derivative 5, the latter material exhibiting lower \( T_{\text{deg}} \) and \( T_g \) values (by 15 °C and 3 °C, respectively, see Table 1).

To establish whether or not the nitroarylurea end groups (1) were crucial structural elements for the formation of mechanically stable supramolecular films, a control material was synthesized from poly(propylene glycol) terminated with toluene 2,4-diisocyanate (\( M_n \sim 2300 \)) (3) and tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (2) in the absence of nitroarylurea end groups (1). This yielded the covalently cross-linked polymer 6 (Table 1). Film casting was attempted from 6, by evaporating the solvent directly from the gel-like material produced during reaction conditions. However, once dried, the films were confirmed to be insoluble and they did not demonstrate healability even at temperatures > 150 °C. Significantly, it was found that system 6 demonstrated a degree of covalent crosslinking beyond that expected from the reaction stoichiometry. Clearly, addition of the end capping mono amine 1 would prevent chain growth (as it does in the synthesis of 4). However, the molar ratios of reactants used in the synthesis of 6 would be expected to afford a hyperbranched system, similar to the supramolecular network 4, and so affording a soluble material rather than the observed covalently crosslinked polymer.

Films of the crosslinked polymer 6 were mechanically weaker with respect to both strain to break, (51%) and ultimate stress, (89%) than films cast from the supramolecular network 4 (see Figure S19). It is therefore proposed that the non-covalent crosslinking within systems of the
supramolecular network 4 strengthens the overall material (with respect to yield point) via the dynamic hydrogen bonding interactions present in the end-group phase, as has been observed in other supramolecular based oligomeric systems.\textsuperscript{8-24} In complete contrast, casting of the hydrolyzed PPG 7 proved unsuccessful, as the resulting film was simply a viscous oil.

Conclusions
In this paper a novel supramolecular network is reported with autonomous healability at room temperature. The supramolecular network (4) shows a high degree of mechanical recovery after being damaged, and a significant degree of healing can be achieved up to six weeks after the damage event, a result that is in striking contrast to other hydrogen-bonded, non-covalently associated networks. The system also demonstrates elastic recovery beyond the point of uniform strain, if given sufficient recovery time, a property not reported for other established healable polymer systems. The necessity of including each of the three starting materials in the healable supramolecular networks was explored via variations in monomer feed ratios. It was shown that each of the components: the self-associating end group, the polymeric linker and the tri-armed cross-linker, was required in order to form stable healable films. Films could be cast without the self-associating end groups, but the strength of these films and the ability to heal was greatly compromised. The use of the self-assembling nitroarylurea motif to create self-healing materials, as shown in this report, demonstrates the potential for exploitation of other established gelator motifs within polymeric materials in order to generate self-repairing systems. The use of branched and chain-extended oligomeric units to form the supramolecular networks was shown to be necessary, as discrete bis-end-capped systems did yield stable films. The robustness of the system in terms of its mechanical strength and capacity for healing with no external input offers significant potential for systems of this type in applications in remote protection roles such as underground or undersea electrical cabling.
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